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2021 Executive Director’s Report for 
AGM 

                             Andy Rowley 

2021 opened with lockdown and theatre shows and events disrupted as new 
waves of Covid -19 struck across the UK. Members in work for the pantomime 
season faced difficult and often quite traumatic times as shows were disrupt-
ed or closed. Many SMs and backstage workers chose stability and a regular 
income, electing to remain in non theatre work, often in education, retail or 
other essential work (in Cueline we reported members taking  more unusual 
work, such as funeral directors, postal workers, even retraining as  actors / 
performers) . 
 
It seemed a chaotic time: in the US Trump supporters stormed the Capitol, 
and in January Australia celebrated another Australia Day as Lockdown eased, 
but with bush fires raging and the climate change debate rekindled.  (In 2022 
floods have been the big story in S.E. Australia, with locals talking of ‘biblical 
plagues’). 

Early in January, England was placed into its third 
national lockdown, as the number of new daily 
confirmed cases surpassed 60,000 for the first 
time since the pandemic began. 

Revolution in  D.C.! 

SMA kept in touch via the 

International Cohort with 

SMs around the globe and 

the events which affected 

their work 
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As winter turned to Spring the pandemic effects varied across the country and 
SMA membership started to recover, but slowly.  In SMA we were greatly 
helped by two further tranches of Covid financial support paid through L.B. 
Southwark -the last of these payments made-amounting to just over £5,500, 
bringing the total of very necessary financial help for the Association over the 
pandemic to over £15,700, enabling us to keep over 200 members in benefit 
and SMA operating at a time when many members had no resources to pay 
subs. SMA also continued to present a very positive image to the industry by 
issuing our popular and effective Freelist every month during this period. 
Many Producers and members have commented that this enabled them to 
continue to plan and work on new and remounting existing projects as the 
effects of the pandemic became a little more patchy across the UK nations and 
regions.  It was also great for industry  morale to see the familiar list popping 
up every month as usual, and undoubtedly meant that SMs were first off the 
blocks when shows started up again in earnest in Summer.  In  May 2021  the 
SMA Board ended the Covid grace period for Association membership. 
 
Despite moving into the second year of living with the coronavirus  pandemic, 
optimism was in the air as the UK’s second vaccine against Covid-19, devel-
oped by Oxford–AstraZeneca and others, continued to be rolled out more    
effectively than in many parts of the world.  
 
As vaccinations increased, restrictions were adapted, and in summer were lifted  
in favour of ‘guidance’;  soon it seemed as if just about every producer and every 
show had started to rehearse and planned to open at the same time!  In a short 
period (and as an eerie forewarning of 
the shortages in 2022) almost all mem-
bers were busy and shortages of cos-
tume, technical workers, CSMs and 
showcallers started being felt as the 
huge bulge in production: remounts 
and new shows, worked through –  
albeit to restricted audiences in a lot of      
venues.   Although this was a busy timr, 
touring was still too risky for most producers, so tours were rare, particularly as 
the Omicron variant of Covid started to be felt from June, and ‘pinging’ became a 
big issue for casts and crew. 
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In the UK economy although restrictions were lifted caution still remained, 
with pubs and hospitality businesses struggling to survive, and the large     
department  chain Debenhams closed the doors of their high street stores. 
  
During 2021 SMA continued to be active members of the International      
Cohort of stage managers as we brought SMs across the globe to discuss the 
challenges of Covid-19 /new variants and  the various responses in their    
regions (in 2022 these issues seem to be remarkably similar across the world, 
but in 2021 the picture was mixed as Covid-19 waned in some countries, but 
increased in others and new variants appeared , with government responses 
varying quite widely, and vaccine rollouts -and therefore recovery patterns- 
also very different across the world ). 
 
In Autumn SMA continued Zoom meetings and the ABTT and PLASA Focus 
shows had not been able to take place; a reduced and combined PLASA/ 
ABTT Show took place in Olympia, and first steps towards  in person gather-
ings started as SMA ran face to face Cueing to Music courses, but attendance 
was adversely affected by members very busy work schedules.  With govern-
ment guidance only in place, the ’rules’ seemed to keep changing and for 
hard pressed SM teams (with fewer Covid monitors now being employed)  
the sanctions required to work safely were hard to keep up with.  Limits on 
gatherings were still in place and pictures of the Queen standing alone at her 
husband’s funeral were a chilling reminder that gatherings were still restrict-
ed—including theatre audiences where distance restrictions were not lifted 
until very late on. 
 
Boris Johnson’s government unveiled the government’s winter plan for    
tackling the virus, with the suggestion of a ‘Plan B’, which would include vac-
cine passports and mandatory face masks, should cases rise significantly and    
increase pressure on the NHS, and masks were still required on public 
transport including London Underground.   (Meanwhile it was party season at 
the country’s no 1 party spot : 10 Downing Street….) 
 
The year ended with cautious optimism as pantos opened, only to be dashed 
when ‘pinging’ closed some shows again and producers started to pull tour-
ing shows due out early in 2022.          The story continues in 2022…. 
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Standing By:     A Stage Manager is… 
These are tough times for stage managers and their casts and crews, and it is hard 
to just focus on the basics.  These are the thoughts from industry professionals a 
few years back on  what 'A Stage Manager is...'.   Inputs include answers from a 
director, an LD, a producer, actors, wardrobe and more.  

Do you agree, disagree or have others?  Please let us know 

 

A Stage Manager is a tough job   

A Stage Manager is ridiculously organized and can work out how to do anything  
in an apparently calm fashion, (whilst panicking a little inside). 

A Stage Manager is the glue that keeps a Production together 

A Stage Manager is someone who can turn their hand to anything 

A Stage Manager is probably one of the most important members of a            
production team. Every production that I have produced that has been deemed 
'successful' can generally be put down to a well oiled Stage Management team - 
right from the Company Manager to the ASM. 

A Stage Manager is able to organise and co-ordinate indefinitely. 

A Stage Manager is calm on the surface whilst paddling like hell underneath 

A Stage Manager is useful to have around 

A Stage Manager is responsible for the running of the show and the actors 

A Stage Manager has  possibly more responsibility than a heart surgeon 

A Stage Manager is someone who stops people from dying (on stage) 

A Stage Manager is often underestimated and can be the difference between a 
fun production (even when times are testing) and a tiring and difficult one 

A Stage Manager nice to have around on a rainy afternoon 

A Stage Manager is rare these days 

A Stage Manager is a boss, a hard worker and my friend 

mailto:admin@stagemanagementassociation.co.uk
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 2022 

Given by David Evans at the SMA Awards 
and Mentoring Launch ABTT Theatre Show 

 

Thank you very much for inviting me to speak to you. 
 

Many years ago I was a Stage Manager, I became a one of those SMs who do 
everything, driving the van, operating sound, building the set etc.   I think that 
my driving licence was my main qualification.     I was not too bad at that, and I 
really enjoyed it.   But then I found myself calling some shows.   
I have no idea how you do that, it is impossible.     
 

I was dreadful at it and, as I have no volume control, the audience could hear 
me as far back as row 7.   
It is not an easy job that you do and it has been particularly dreadful since 
March 2020, especially for anyone without a full time job and even some of 
those found themselves being made redundant. 
 

During that time, “the Great Pause” as Mark Shale so eloquently named it,  
many Stage Managers demonstrated that they have transferable skills, I salute 
the many of you that moved into supermarkets, the caring industry or deliver-
ies and rose through the ranks lending even more credibility to the oft quoted 
– “if you need something doing properly, ask a Stage Manager” 
 

During this break organisations and individuals started talking to each other in 
ways that would have been hard under normal conditions.  Scene Change or-
ganised meetings between Designers and Stage Managers, between Designers 
and Production Managers,   The Production Managers Forum  - the PMF, ar-
ranged meetings between Production Managers and Producers.     
 
It quickly became apparent that we are all in this together, the Producer is not 
the rapacious bogyman trying to outfit their third house from the sweat of ex-
ploited stage managers and actors, nor is the Production Manager trying to 
destroy the Director’s vision.    
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Away from the often attritional conversations and meetings during a produc-
tion it was obvious that we were all heading in the same direction.    
 
Thus AAPTLE was born and the SMA was one of the founding organisations. In 
AAPTLE it was easier to share concerns and to learn from each other and, per-
haps naïvely we thought that we might come out of the pandemic a better 
and more caring industry.   Sadly we did not take into account the hundreds, if 

not thousands, who simply had had enough and had left the industry.  

 
Here is an industry, keen to learn from its mistakes, but without enough staff 
to do anything about it.    
 
I am quoting a Stage Manager here – “theatre is broken, but it is the broken 
people who are trying to fix it.”   
Even before Covid SiPA stated the problem very well in its second commit-
ment, it is a tragedy that it has taken 7 years for the industry to acknowledge 
the issue, I will quote it here:                         
 
Our industry is tough.  
Our goal is to build support for individuals within the live production industry 
and value their well being as highly as their skills and our profits.  
We must also challenge the impact that our industry imposes upon our lives by 
promoting the right to family life alongside the practicalities of a career. To-
gether we will create a culture which 
recognises that burnout is no longer a badge of honour and rejects the norm of 
funerals in our fifties. 
Indeed this is an industry that makes normal life difficult, unless you have a full 
time post it is difficult to plan holidays, to have a hobby, sometimes even to 
attend weddings or funerals.  Caring responsibilities be they for children, elder-
ly relatives, partners preclude many job options – it is very difficult to tour 
when you are responsible for the welfare of others.  This is a high price to pay 
for doing a job you love.  Is that love enough?   Many have decided that it isn’t 
and I can see their point. 
 
The latest mental health survey identified a huge percentage of the industry 
as having mental health problems and this is much worse in the younger 
members of the industry, and these people are the future of the industry. 
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The industry asks a lot of us and yet it is itself in real trouble; not only are there 
not enough staff to mount the shows but where is the audience?   The industry 
depends on ticket sales and that comes from disposable income and there is 
not very much of that about now that we have the worst inflation for 40 years. 
 
What can we do about this? 
Can we change? 
 
We have no choice we must change or there will be nobody who wants to 
work backstage. 
Are we doomed or is this an opportunity?    
It is an opportunity… 
We must make the industry more attractive, both to retain people but also to 
build a wider and more diverse workforce.   
 
We must engage with education at the earliest stages.  At the moment peo-
ple’s conception of theatre is that it is made up of actors and maybe directors.  
We need to communicate that the opportunities are wide and varied.   
For the stationary obsessed and organisationally inclined there is, of course 
stage management, for the mathematically gifted the opportunities range 
from rigger to accountant, from general manager to logistics.   
 
For a student interested in Engineering theatre might be considered to offer a 
more exciting career designing revolves for the National, or assessing the roof 
loading for a production of Peer Gynt in a disused factory, than being one of a 
team of engineers supervising the lifting of a bridge.   Dance companies engage 
touring physiotherapists, surely more exciting than tending to Saturday after-
noon football injuries in the Western Hibernian Community league.  
 
At the moment ours is an industry that is not on the radar for so many people, 
theatre does not speak to vast sections of our communities, so why should 
these communities consider theatre?  We can go into schools and colleges and 
explain that there are careers for everyone in the live events industry but until 
we tell stories on stage that people can identify with, our industry will continue 
to be seen as separate and exclusive.   
The more people that we can engage with will make for richer stories, and a 
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diverse workforce that we are so clearly lacking at the moment. 
If we are to reinvent this industry we need to work together as a whole; pro-
gramming, artist development, marketing, technical, stage management, and 
administration, through to suppliers, whether that be of lighting equipment or 
catering produce.  There is no point in the SMA starting a coherent program of 
school and college engagement if the local theatre in the region has not 
evolved its program over the last 20 years. 
 

Wages are an issue in theatre.    I have no doubt that ITC and UK Theatre do 
the best that they can, but the agreed entry level weekly rates start as low as 
£494.00 and £363.00 respectively.  These are not attractive to people consider-
ing which career to choose.   Also it is not as though someone can expect to 
receive that every week, as most people work on short term contracts. 
 

These are not tempting wages when the same skills attract a lot more in the 
film and TV industry. Quite simply we must increase wages if the industry is 
going to be attractive. 
One of the structural problems is the dependence on freelancers, this might 
work for performers but is it the most appropriate or indeed fair way to em-
ploy stage managers, production managers, and many other roles.   I am not 
even sure that it makes sense.  A system that brings in experts as late as possi-
ble to provide the management structure around a new production leads to 
extra costs, compromised decisions and rushed processes.    
This does need reviewing.   
 

By employing Stage Managers full time or at least on longer, maybe annual 
contracts they, the individuals, have access to an increased quality of life, they 
can plan for themselves and they can plan for the company, leading to longer 
term decision making, increased efficiency and the opportunity for mentoring.   
Is this not something that we should consider?   Managing contracts and drop-
ping the holiday pay into the last pay packet is not addressing the welfare 
needs of the staff.   Hull Truck has had a stage management job share program 
in place for a while. 
 
 
Another point that really needs reviewing is how we tour.  Touring scales vary, 
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at one end you have a single comedian who may go out on their own or with a 
stage manager/technician/manager.  At the other everything is toured from 
the washing machines to the physio table from performers to technicians, 
stage managers to directors.   This is done to guarantee that the show will 
open on time and this is achieved by standardising as much as possible.  The 
consequence of this is that many venues have been deskilled, when the com-
pany brings in the specialists what need is there to provide them at the venue 
when all that is asked for is case pushers?    
Is this logical?  Is this sustainable?   Should we not start looking at re skilling 
the venues?   
---------------------- 
This is not as silly as it sounds.  We would just have to make shows slightly 
differently and depend on skilled individuals based in the venues that we tour 
to rather than having to tour the individuals into the venues.     Stoke is a great 
illustration of this.  For whatever reason Stoke is full of theatre makers, yet it 
has a theatre which does not employ the local talent as it is a receiving house 
and depends on incoming companies to bring their own.   SO we have the ab-
surd situation that talented theatre makers based in Stoke have to tour 
around the UK to make a living, when a few miles from their home is a theatre 
that could employ them.  On top of this the environmental damage of so 
much individual travel is considerable. 
 
Would this work for Stage Managers?  I don’t know, certainly not in the way 
that we make shows at the moment, but it might be something to consider.  
Years ago, a production of Hamlet would tour the country with just the actor 
playing Hamlet and everything from Polonius to the scenery would be provid-
ed locally. 
-------------------------------- 

So how can we seize this opportunity?    
Engage with education, start with young people, all young people, and en-
courage them to consider this profession when choosing a career.    
 
Tell stories on stage that reflect our society, make our product interesting and 
relevant to as many people as possible. 
Address the mental health of our workforce; put support in place and create 
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work in such a way that does not cause unnecessary stress and does not put 
people under inappropriate amounts of pressure. 
 

Review the wages. 
 

Review the structures; employ more full time roles, rehearse for longer but for 
shorter days, build mentorship into the work. 
Can we tour differently?   Do we have to tour with everyone?   Can the venues 
reskill and provide specialists locally giving people the chance to build a home 
life alongside a fulfilling career?   Should tours finish on a Saturday night after 
a two day show?  Could we open on a Wednesday and close after a Sunday 
matinee? 
 
We can learn from history and we can try and rebuild our industry, make it fit 
for now and for the workforce and audience that it serves.  One thing is clear, 
the new generation of theatre makers, the recent and soon to be graduates 
will not put up with the industry that we are handing to them and if it does 
not work for them they will simply side step it.  
 

I have just made some suggestions and I am sure that you will have many    
other thoughts – you are after all Stage Managers, people who fix things.      
 

Over to you. 
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Trade Show 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SMA will be at PLASA Show on Stand A28 in September (4th-6th) 
at Olympia in West London . Click on the pic above to Register 
Free with SMA for the show and look out for more information 
about events and other exhibitors here in SMAgenda over the 

coming weeks. 

https://stagemanagementassociation.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7128eb2909f483436d5edbf81&id=9e6b270b67&e=1e72d1f724
https://stagemanagementassociation.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7128eb2909f483436d5edbf81&id=9d00777721&e=1e72d1f724
https://stagemanagementassociation.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=7128eb2909f483436d5edbf81&id=9d00777721&e=1e72d1f724
https://registration.gesevent.com/survey/1ibtbcj5j6f10?actioncode=NTWO000179KQK
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Advice for working during a 
heatwave in Theatres &  

Outdoor Spaces 

SMA Members can also contact SMA for advice and assistance

https://www.equity.org.uk/contact/
mailto:admin@stagemanagementassociation.co.uk
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Stage Managers who drive a van or bus as part of their duties - be aware - 
important changes to the Highway Code have been introduced. A total of 9 
sections that have been updated, with 50 rules being added or revised. 
Some are for guidance only but many of the rules in the Code are legal re-
quirements—it is a criminal offence to ignore or disobey them.  
The new rules are aimed at improving road safety for vulnerable road us-
ers—namely, pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders.  
 
Rule H1. The hierarchy, places those road users 
most at risk in the event of a collision. Those in 
charge of vehicles that can cause the greatest 
harm in the event of a collision have the great-
est responsibility to take care and reduce the 
danger they pose to others. This principle applies 
most strongly to drivers of large goods and pas-
senger vehicles, vans / minibuses, cars / taxis and 
motorcycles.  
 
Rule H2. Highlights clearer and stronger priorities 
for pedestrians. This rule is aimed at drivers, mo-
torcyclists, horse riders, horse drawn vehicles and     
cyclists. The Highway Code now states that, at a 
junction, you should give way to pedestrians 
crossing or waiting to cross a road that you’re turning into. 
 
Rule H3. Priority for cyclists and horse riders when cars are turning. Drivers 
and motorcyclists are urged not to cut across cyclists, horse riders or horse 
drawn vehicles going ahead when turning into or out of a junction or 
changing direction or lane—just as you would not turn across the path of 
another motor vehicle. 

The Highway Code Update. 
 
     Geoffrey Joyce 
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Given these new rules, consider how long ago did you take your driving test 
and have you slumped into unintentional bad habits?  
 
Your correspondent recently undertook a ‘Road Smart’ course presented by 
the Institute of Advanced Motorist (IAM). If you are driving around the coun-
try as part of there job, I recommend you have ago. The course is not          
expensive, you are allocated a volunteer instructor who guides you through 
core driving skills and the Road Smart logbook. The course will improve your 
competency through effective observation, anticipation and planning.  
 
One of the most fascinating sections are ‘Spoken Thoughts’. A must for any 
stage manager, the practice of describing aloud everything you see and think 
while driving! 
 
 www.iamroadsmart.com 

Company Van : Spectacle Theatre 

https://www.iamroadsmart.com/media-policy/overview
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/media-policy/overview
http://www.spectacletheatre.co.uk/
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(reproduced with permission from SMA USA Headset Chatter July 01) 
 

In the rehearsal room, or onstage in performance, stage managers are the 

keepers of Time, and quite unintentionally, the enforcers of Urgency. Stage 

Managers undoubtedly feel compelled by the limitations of time to push our-

selves and our creative colleagues to complete tasks in a punctual manner; to 

hit waypoints in the work we are striving to accomplish; to meet time-related 

goals in order to arrive at a pre-prescribed end point. We create schedules and 

to-do lists, we track progress and provide reports of that progress on a regular 

basis.  

We are forever driving toward a finishing place. A noun defined as insistence; 

a need for action or haste; importunity, Urgency is often present both in the 

approach to theatre-making and within the industry that surrounds theatre 

making. We say to the room, "We must block scenes 3-7 today, or we will be 

behind our schedule." "Let's get through this moment, and we'll return to it 

after we complete the act run-through." "I know this scene holds emotional 

weight for the actors involved, but we only have an hour left in today's        

rehearsal." And, we do the same to ourselves during tech: "I can rehearse this 

sequence later, I'll take a note and we'll go on to the next section, so we can 

finish the cue-to-cue by the end of the day."  

A somatic educator, abolitionist and trauma therapist, Karine Bell describes 

urgency as a feeling or belief or a response that can cause harm. “Urgency in 

general is a common response, and it can be an avoidance response to the 

discomfort or unsettledness we feel (or underlying shame we're aching to 

avoid).  

 

On Urgency   
 

               Rachel Harrison     
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Consider this for a moment, that the urgency to do more, to do it faster, or to 

push ourselves harder, can itself be an attempt to avoid an experience we 

don't want to connect with. Consider, too, the potential for overriding deeper 

processes and even potentially causing more harm in the urgency we feel.”  

Charged by the producer and the director with keeping on-task, the relation-

ship between time and a sense of urgency can feel inextricable, unstoppable. 

But, is it? Must the physical work we do in the rehearsal room always be laced 

with a quality of insistence, of needing to happen immediately? How can we 

reduce the harm that urgency is causing in our work, in our lives? How do we 

slow down?  

Create room, make space, provide 'air' (time) for responses to an emotion-

generating moment in a scene you are working. Seek out opportunities to dis-

cuss the physical, mental and psychological effects that the work is having on 

individuals. Be observant of yourself and of others who are deep in the crea-

tive process. Notice when a sense of urgency comes up for you or for them. 

Get curious about where it is coming from. To reduce harm that stems from 

urgency, take responsibility for examining and managing your relationship to 

urgency. When importance is paired with imperative, it can block progress and 

stifle true creative process.  

To foster a deeper and more sustainable working environment for yourself 

and others, observe when the push to complete a task is overriding the crea-

tive process. Nicole Brewer, founder of Conscientious Theatre Training,       

encourages us to shed the stress and pressure of necessity with these words: 

“What is radical is an examination of our relationship to time and how white 

supremacist urgency has robbed us of our capacity to be present and to listen 

to our bodies.  

Being attuned to how space, people, and conditions impact our bodies is    

necessary as we work to heal our relationship to urgency.” 
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Report  
How to Look After Yourself Session  

ABTT Theatre Show 
 

                            Iris Jaouen 
How to look after your most important piece of equipment: yourself? This is a 
question many freelancers who work in the creative industries struggle with. Be-
tween the long hours and the physical demands of the job, there is little time and 
energy left to go to the gym and exercise regularly. 
Wellbeing in stage management is an issue Claudia Hodgson-Rodriguez,  ex-stage 
manager turned personal trainer, and we at the SMA, have decided to address. 
Claudia presented two sessions at the ABTT Theatre Show in June 2022 in part-
nership with the SMA, to discuss what changes can be made to achieve a balance 
between work, fitness and social life. Her experience as a stage manager         
provided the insight necessary into this issue as she understands the challenges 
faced by people working in the industry, and knows how to best address them.  
Claudia’s presentation was not only aimed at working stage managers but any 
freelancers working in the arts and struggling to find the time to look after them-
selves. She gave many useful tips to stay healthy other than just exercising. This 
included diet and habits anyone can change such as a regular sleeping schedule, 
screen time, what kind of food to eat when you’re in the middle of a long day of 
rehearsals or on tour. But what Claudia insisted on the most was to keep those 
goals realistic and to not make any drastic changes to your lifestyle. Going to the 
gym once a week is better than nothing, and there is no 
point in stopping yourself from eating chocolate and 
carbs! It is all about       balance, being able to keep up 
with those goals and incorporating them into your life-
style. And most importantly: to not be hard on yourself if 
you sometimes cannot keep up with them. 
Claudia may have left stage management but it is clear 

she remains passionate about the industry as she strives 

to make a change by addressing those wellbeing issues 

and offering solutions tailored for freelancers in the arts. 

And we at the SMA encourage you to be part of the    

conversation: you can follow Claudia on Instagram at 

@coachedby_claudia where she gives free tips and advice. 
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On the Subject of Global Shortage of Theatrical 
Stage Managers 

 

                                     Hope Rose Kelly  
(Co-Chair of the International Cohort, SMA USA) 

We had many months without work in theatre to rethink what we need to 
create a better work/life balance. A 5 day work week, no more 10 out of 12’s, 
and securing living wages are just a few of the needs being called for as thea-
tre companies look to fill open positions. Now, as Producers, Engagers, and 
Companies return to production and are eager to fill all their seats as COVID 
restrictions are lifted, we find ourselves in a mode of “Reset Better Later”   
rather than “Reset Better Now.” Well-being and mental health are our        
priorities, but we find many productions continue to operate in pre-pandemic 
mode. Many theatrical Stage Managers (SMs) have decided to pivot to work 
opportunities such as corporate, film, or TV, or have changed careers to find 
the work/life balance we seek. This shift has led to a shortage of experienced 
Stage Managers and technicians in the live theatre industry. Numerous oppor-
tunities are coming to SMs who wouldn’t normally see places reaching out to 
them, but they can’t say yes as they are already engaged. Instead, early career 
SMs are taking these job opportunities: jobs they lack experience for or are 
not as qualified for as they could or should be. Various Stage Manager Ambas-
sadors of the International Cohort met to discuss this shortage of veteran 
SMs and its ramifications as well as some positives that have come out of it. 
 
United Kingdom: Andy Rowley (Executive Director of the Stage Management 
Association) reported that the Freelist they produce to send to employers of 
members available to work is usually populated with 20-30 Stage Managers in 
the ‘available now’ section .   In May June the list was down to a handful as 
many members are gainfully employed. Just as there’s more work than quali-
fied SMs to hire, the same can be said for COVID Safety personnel. SMs at 
smaller venues find that they are taking on the duties of COVID Safety, adding 
to their workload but not necessarily with more pay.  

https://www.stagemanagers.org/international-cohort/
https://www.stagemanagers.org/international-cohort/
https://stagemanagementassociation.co.uk/
https://stagemanagementassociation.co.uk/
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And what was thought to become a standard of rehearsing 2 casts in separate 
rooms so that there is proper show coverage for call outs, that too is going 
away as the pandemic continues– albeit in its newer mostly less serious form. 
This could be due to budget constraints for these contingencies, as well as 
fewer people available to work a show in this manner. 
 
Australia: Kate Middleton-Olliver (Chair of Stage Managers Association Aus-
tralia LTD) and Darren Kowacki noted that things are super busy for the SMs 
who are still in the profession. Producers are trying to avoid cancellations. 
There’s not enough crew and virtually no subs or swings. Show stops are be-
coming commonplace. There are huge safety concerns as positions are being 
filled with those who have little experience. SMs find that there’s not enough 
time for subs to learn the show and gain the capability to make snap decisions, 
so they must prioritize what to teach people coming into a new position/show 
track. The put ins are too quick and sometimes they are forced to cut tracks 
due to time/safety concerns. So the SM ends up maintaining the artistic vision 
at a bare minimum. They are trying to not lose rights that were gained over 
the course of the pandemic, but at least there is hope in the new Arts Minis-
ter, which would mean an increase in arts funding. 
 
Canada: Kat Chin’s report echoed many of the same observations. With COVID 
guidelines relaxed and everyone wanting to get their show open, the sense of 
caution is lost. Canadian Actors Equity Association (CAEA) noted about 30% of 
the SM membership has left for film or other careers with stable and steady 
work. Even IATSE crew have been moving over to film work. Canada has been 
following through with establishing the 5-day work week though they do re-
vert back to a 6-day work week when tech begins. Cutting 10 out of 12’s is also 
on the rise. CAEA renegotiated contracts so that the pay scale has gone up and 
apprentices now make minimum wage (they used to not be protected). As in 
the UK, smaller companies are also trying to add the COVID Safety role to the 
SM position. 
 
 
 
 

https://stagemanagers.org.au/
https://stagemanagers.org.au/
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India: Keyur Shah (Founder of Stage Managers Association India) noted that 
they are back to work and seem to be thriving. Many events operate as a hy-
brid of virtual and in person. SMA India has helped with SMs getting respect 
and producers understanding about the jobs they do, and the pay scale has 
improved. 
 
New Zealand (NZ): Lucie Everett-Brown’s report continued in the same vein. 
Half of the NZ workforce has moved over to film, so the theatre industry is 
hurting and it still doesn’t pay enough. Production cancellations were a con-
tributing factor of people leaving due to the uncertainty of work. Those still in 
theatrical stage management contemplate moving overseas to seek out work. 
Young Stage Managers are being hired into experienced positions but not giv-
en guidance and support to succeed. COVID Safety is still needed but New Zea-
land never had a separate COVID Safety personnel attached to productions. 
There has also been a culture of no understudies/covers as they are usually 
not budgeted. But now, there’s a movement to employ them and the next 
step is to get companies to include coverage for stage managers and crew. As 
with smaller companies in the UK, New Zealand often employs just one Stage 
Manager for a production. It’s a liability when stage management is meant to 
keep an eye on safety. Those still working in the industry find this is an oppor-
tunity to push companies to hire more than one SM on a show.  
 
Spain: Margarita Sanchez Gonzalez and María Dávila (both members of Aso-

ciación de Regiduría de Espectáculos) noted similarities to other countries 

and that it's an exciting time to be working in the industry in Spain right 

now. It’s a great chance to choose between many job offers and to ask for 

better conditions. For those who took the time to work and learn from the 

audiovisual industry, it has been advantageous. Events employers and private 

theatres are looking for SM profiles with this skilled knowledge. There is a 

great opportunity for many students to jump into professional jobs – and they 

are coming in with fresh ideas and enthusiasm.  

 

https://www.regiduria.com/
https://www.regiduria.com/
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Mexico: Paz Zavaleta noted the plethora of opportunities and the ability to 
negotiate for a better work/life balance. Budgets still remain low though, so 
pay is still not as good as it could be for the workload it compensates.  Stage 
Managers with skills to work in a hybrid setting are highly sought after. 
 

Germany: Daniela Tatto observed there’s the feeling in Germany that if you 
decided to go into this profession, you knew what you were getting into. In 
Germany, there is no official way to train as a Stage Manager. 
 

South Africa: Dian Harcovecchio said they are going strong as they adjust, 
push and work with what they have. Productions are starting up again but 
they too have lost some amazing and skilled people to different industries, 
and a lot of them are determined to stay there. It feels like those who are left 
are hanging on by a thread. For opera, they have less than a handful of opera-
specific stage managers remaining.  
 

Asia & the Middle East: Anna Robb reported they have the money and the 
ambition in these areas. She expects to see large entertainment growth in 
these regions over the coming 10 years. It was already happening but it’s 
getting bigger now that COVID is “out of the way.” Those looking to work 
overseas may find some lucrative and exciting opportunities in places like Du-
bai, Shanghai, and Macau. 
 
The concern from several countries about recent grads and early career Stage 
Managers getting hired into positions that normally require more experienced 
and seasoned Stage Managers is huge. It’s exciting that these opportunities 
exist for them, but, when they do get hired, the employer is often not offering 
mentoring or training to help them succeed and support the show. This is es-
pecially affecting BIPOC SMs who are starting their careers. Companies that 
hire early career BIPOC SMs often do so to check off the diversity box on their 
agendas, as well as to fill a job, but are not following through to support them. 
Opportunity is not the same as, nor equal to, training.  
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There is a clear indication that many companies and producers have yet to 
budget for people. SMs are being negotiated down on their salary around the 
world. SMs are also making discoveries on the job that perhaps the salary isn’t 
compensating what they are required to do. Producers and companies in the 
USA still think they can get away with paying low wages while AEA continues 
to be behind on salary rates compared to IATSE. The UK is at a standstill on 
raising wages. Producers continue to bank on the idea that passion for the 
work is part of the salary. Shows continue to be built on the bones of mental 
and physical health being compromised. And with the rate of inflation – if 
there’s a per diem, it’s not enough. Ada Zhang noted that the cost of lodging 
and other expenses in cities visited by tours continues to rise, and producers 
can’t seem to grasp that when there are special events in a certain location, 
the costs of everything is generally higher. 
 
Despite the nuggets of positives from this discussion, ultimately, Stage Manag-
ers continue to be burdened – directly and indirectly. The excitement of being 
back to work shouldn’t outshine what we intended to gain. Producers need to 
implement higher standards now (not later) so that Stage Managers can sup-
port their productions to the best of our ability. The “show must go on” men-
tality does not serve anymore. Stage Managers can help with redefining and 
setting a healthy workplace environment and practices. Trade organizations 
and unions can help forward this advocacy and support the individual so that 
working conditions in the theatre industry around the world can be changed 
sooner and for the better.  
 
The International Cohort will be utilizing International Stage Management Day 

on October 10th to vocalize and advocate on all this. We will showcase the are-

as and companies that continue to fall short on improving work/life situations 

for those they hire. We will call them out to “Reset Better Now, Not Later”. 

Join us as we make noise on October 10th and beyond. If you have an idea or 

wish to assist with this campaign, contact the International Cohort. 

https://www.stagemanagers.org/contact-us/
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS 
            Iris Jaouën 

 
Professional 
Charlotte Smith-Barker, Jessica Forella, Andrew Swarbrigg, Izzy Thurston, El-
speth Watt, Betty Smith, Kirsty White, Elle Hutchinson, Jade Hicks-Williams, 
Pippa Meyer, Faith Tilley, Gracie Adlington 
Professional Rejoin 
Lindsay Innes, Elizabeth Harvey, Ruth McCague, Freya Bramble, Matt Elesmore, 
Fern Bamber, Cheryl Firth, Amy Spall 
Graduate 
Bernice Ann Rayner, Aiman Bandali, Maurine Heberden, Emma Peace, Ewen 
Roberts, Olivia Rae Stone, Kizzie Tims, Rob Brown, Myra Long, Giulia Maz-
zoccanti, Grace Moore, Alice Reddick, Georgia N T Johnson, Vanessa Lee, Ryker 
Young, Thomas Fielding, Natasha Guzel, Emilia Benetatos, Devon James-Bowen, 
Elle Roberts, Emily Robertson, Molly Tackaberry, May Wells 
Associate 
Penelope Murzenski 
Student 
Holly Bewley, Rebecca Harris, Emily Santangeli, Imogen Walkden-McGrady, 
Amelia Costello, Nathan Friend, Callum Mack, Matthew Newcombe, Kit Peeling, 
Kay Woodbridge, Kit Fowler 

 

Are your subs up to date? 

Members (especially those who pay monthly or quarterly) should check their ac-

counts in our website  now.  

Unfortunately as a result of the recent upgrade work on the site many payments 

which were previously made automatically monthly DID NOT HAPPEN  As a re-

sult—especially if you pay subs monthly or quarterly, or your annual renewal date 

is in July, your account will now fall into arrears.  If you cant see the normal 

payument on your |statement or internet banking between 1st and 4th July 

please login to your account and if necessary make the necessary payment     

manually.  Thank you very much 
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 Click for link    

https://stagemanagementassociation-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/admin_stagemanagementassociation_co_uk/EYWkNjazE15HhpYQMcK3NzQBMzmn_KFy4KwSECkdsVtY1Q?e=ebh2gz
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https://www.stage-electrics.co.uk/

